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I WAS JUST THINKING:  When life gives you melons, you 
might be dyslexic. 

EDITOR’S RANT:    
 We are certainly living in what the ancient Chinese philosophers 
called “Interesting times”. As our realities change at dizzying 
speed, our choices are actually narrowing. What was considered 
an optional action just days ago is no longer really an option. 
Social isolation is now the phrase of the day and will, very soon, 
not be an option for most of us at all. We made the decision early 
(on Monday, March 16th) to close our office with one Doc being on 
call for emergencies and they would triage calls from home. I was 
very gratified as we phoned every patient with upcoming 
appointments or materials to be picked up, informing them of our 
decision. Not one complained of an inconvenience, and the 
majority thanked us for “doing the right thing” and “keeping their 
best interest as our priority as you had always done”. At the time, 
we had anticipated a 3 to 4-week closure. As things are developing 
it may be several months at least before we can safely re-open.  

As we all self isolate and hunker down for however long it takes for 
this unprecedented emergency to pass, our mental well being will 
be as much at risk as our physical one. So I have decided to 
continue with the bulletin despite the fact that there are no 
meetings scheduled for the foreseeable future. I hope that a bit of 
humour will help keep everyone’s spirits up and give you a few 
things to smile about.  



RANT contd. 
Some of us will not be as fortunate as others and may have challenges getting food, 
medicine etc. on our own. If anyone knows of a member of our Gyro family who could use 
some help, let me, Allan Bleiken or Don Greig know and we will put the wheels in motion to 
make sure the need is acted upon. Call your Gyro friends who are sitting at home and visit 
like you would have done in person a few weeks ago. Call a few you who might not have 
been in your regular close circle. And for God’s sake, share your toilet paper! 

 

 



 

 

   

 

 

THE NIGHT THAT NEVER WAS: Dominos March 18th 
Meeting report — Most of us are unfamiliar with the game of Dominos. We still are.  

 

 

 

THEREFORE...THE MEETING AFTER THAT:  (?/?/2020 
 Not much to add here. 

 

 

NOTICE: 
The GCCC has closed its doors until further notice. I hope it wasn’t   
something we said! 

 
 

GYRETTE REPORT 
Nope. They aren’t meeting either.  

 
 
GYRO AUCTION: May 20th    
At this point there are no certainties in our lives, but one 
thing we can probably take to the bank — There will be an 
auction of some sort. Things may have changed enough by May that we can have our auc-
tion in our traditional way but that seems unlikely. However, all else failing, we can at least 
have a virtual auction. So while you have the time to think about such things, decide on 
what you will put up for auction and let  

 
Keep an eye out for updates from our president as things continue to de-
velop. The bulletin will also continue to be a semi-monthly publication.  



 
HEALTH AND WELFARE: 
After John Williams had a fall on the ice, dislocated his thumb and hurt some ribs earlier 
this month, he reported the following this week: 
“The rib pain is pretty well gone, but both of my thumbs are dislocated and require    
surgical repair.  Met with the surgeon on Monday and he wants me to keep the splints 
on for another month so the swelling can reduce, then he’ll schedule the sugery.  Expect 
it will not be good for my golf game, if there will even be one this summer.” 
  
We have had no other feedback from Gyros or Gyrettes beyond what was posted 2 weeks 
ago. 

 
GYRO BEYOND OUR CLUB: 
 
Our two major meetings that were scheduled for May and June have also fallen prey 
to the virus. Both the DISTRICT VIII CONVENTION (May 28—31) in Medicine hat and 
the INTERNATIONAL COONVENTION (June 9-14) in Victoria have been              
CANCELLED.     
Registrants are asked to contact their hotels for cancellation and refunds.              
Registration fees for the meetings will be refunded.  
 
 



               Jim Copeland sent this to me a week or so ago. I thought the picture was, indeed,   

               worth a thousand words.  

 
 



 

 

 

   

ANXIETY MEDICINE 
In these uncertain times it is easy to let your anxiety start to creep up . Perhaps while 
we are in various forms of lock-down some images from our amazing world will help 
remind us that regardless of how things may look right now, we are indeed so lucky 
to be inhabiting this beautiful planet. 



 

Oh my !! 
 

 



 

 

 

   those were the days 

 

          Hair today. Gone tomorrow 



Rikke Dootjes called me a couple of days ago to announce 
his return from the season’s travels and the start of his and 
Cora’s “Isolation”. As we caught up, he mentioned that he 
had been pondering about a way for our Gyro family to stay 
in touch now that we can’t meet in person. The idea of    
starting an internet “Chat Line” seemed more efficient than      
e-mailing separate messages to all our Gyro friends and 
was more group oriented, (like a meeting, even including the beverages that go with the 
pre-meeting chats, if you like) and a way to  keep us current like we would normally be on 
a semi-monthly basis in normal times. As Rikke said, “ When we meet, before we settle 
down at tables for a meeting and a meal, we usually greet each other, circulate, discuss 
current affairs, joke a little and talk about things that are happening with us.” 

Since neither of us are IT geniuses, Jim Copeland, the original creator of the website, 
was brought into the picture.  He, too, is in “Isolation” All you have to do is go to the 
website www.spgyro.org  , type in your e-mail address and below that, your     
password  and you are in. Scroll down, read past chat items, add your own (new 
topic or response to a  previous item) and hit “post comment”.  

Rikke has also proposed that while we are at it, we should create a GYRO HALL OF 
FAME” wall. He outlines a rough idea of what that would involve in his first chat post.  

This  shut down of our normal society is not going to end soon. That runs counter to the 
spirit of GYRO– we are a Friendship Club. Let’s continue our friendly exchanges via    
electronic chat until we can meet together again face to face.  

 

GYRO COVID CHAT LINE 

 



GYRETTE GIGGLES  

 

 
 

    

 



Hmmm... 

                   Mustard Gas or the Covid-19? 



 

SIGNS OF OUR TIMES 

 

  Par cularly appropriate to these mes? 



      

MEDICAL MOMENTS 

     

                            Ah. Good memories 



 

 

 

MEANWHILE IN CANADA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

     

 

                                                                                                                     

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Meanwhile NOT in Canada 

 

 
 

 

 

  

   

 

 

    Corona Virus Cake  anyone? Italians fight fear  

     with silliness. 



SOUTH OF THE BORDER, DOWN WASHINGTON WAY 

              

        

  

 

 



 ANIMAL INSTINKS 

 

 

        

 



 

pics from the past                      
or …. last resort for defeating Covid-19 

 

 

 

 

                                          First atomic bomb 

                        Underwater atomic bomb test 



SNICKERS AND GUFFAWS  

(The biproducts of family selfisolation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GYRO FRIENDSHIP THOUGHT OF THE WEEK 

 AND THE LAST WORD…. 

   SB 

 

Best friends 
Make the good  

times better 

And the hard  

times easier 


